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ABSTRACT

consistent hashing, when the Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
is resized, e.g., due to the churn of nodes, only a small number
We make a case for a distributed hash table lookup in the
of nodes needs to be remapped. Moreover, each node does
network data plane. We argue that the lookup time perfornot need to maintain a routing table for all the nodes in
mance of distributed hash tables can be further improved via
the network. In popular implementations, e.g., Chord [1],
an in-network data plane implementation. To this end, we ineach node keeps a state for only 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 )) other nodes
troduce No-hop, an in-network distributed hash table implein the system, where 𝑁 is the total number of nodes. The
mentation, which leverages the data plane programmability
lookup also terminates within a small number of forwarding
at line rate gained from P4. Our initial results of transporting
steps. Later, Gupta et al. [2] proposed a technique, called One
distributed hash table logic from hosts’ user space to the fast
Hop, to store complete routing tables at each node. With
path of switches in the network data plane are promising. We
this technique, they showed that one hop lookup is possible
show that No-hop improves the performance of locating the
even for relatively large networks (100k nodes) with minimal
responsible host and maintains the properties of distributed
bandwidth requirements for update messages.
hash tables while outperforming two baselines.
Today, variations of the original Chord DHT or One Hop
lookup
systems are used by large-scale datacenter appliCCS CONCEPTS
cations, e.g., Amazon’s Dynamo [6] and Cassandra [7]. At
• Networks → Network protocol design; Data center
the same time, datacenters are becoming increasingly pronetworks; Bridges and switches; Programmable networks;
grammable, e.g., with the use of the P4 language [8, 9] for
In-network processing; Network algorithms.
implementing custom in-house functionalities. Such as, the
work
of Pegasus [10] which uses programmable TOR switches
KEYWORDS
to coordinate the replication and location of popular items
DHT, Scalability, P4, Data Plane Algorithms
in server racks. In this paper, we investigate whether the datACM Reference Format:
aplane programmability enabled by P4 can further improve
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grammability?”. To answer this question, we implement an
in-network key-value lookup system for DHTs and compare
1 INTRODUCTION
against two baselines, namely, Chord [1] and One Hop [2].
Distributed hashing was introduced more than 20 years ago
Distributed Hash Tables in a Datacenter Environment.
to efficiently locate and store objects in a distributed system.
DHTs are a distributed lookup system [1, 2]. Even though
A special case of distributed hashing, namely, consistent
in the datacenter scenario we have a central controller, we
hashing, became very popular via its application to peer-toargue that the properties of DHTs can be beneficial. Since
peer systems [1–3] and content delivery networks [4, 5]. In
the addition and subtraction of hosts can happen with minor
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BACKGROUND

Next, we provide the background on our two baselines: Chord
and One Hop, followed by the P4 language.
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Figure 1: Illustration of two load balanced scalable clusters (in black
and white) managed by one No-hop switch (blue).

a datacenter containing no prior programmable switches. It
shows that two DHTs create two clusters (black and white)
for working with two different user groups. The blue switch
runs our system, No-hop, and is responsible for both sets of
key-value lookups. The DHT node ID signify the responsibility of a node for a subset of the system’s resources, this
can either be computational or storage resources.
Existing DHTs such as our baselines, Chord and One Hop
can also bring these benefits to our environment but the
lookup of IDs is first fulfilled at a host [1, 2]. This leads
to network and host resources being wasted as the packet
travels first to the incorrect host and then the incorrect host
has to lookup the ID and resend the packet. We argue that
this is unnecessary in a centralized environment.
Challenges. The main challenge was to overcome the problem of a greenfield deployment which requires all the switches
to be programmable but is extremely costly. To work around
it, we develop two implementations. The first implementation
has table sizes that stay consistent as the system scales. This
implementation, however, relies on an architecture with only
P4-enabled programmable switches. The second implementation (see Figure 1) requires only one P4-enabled switch in the
entry path for all nodes. This switch maintains a full table
with the respective ranges of all nodes. Given these options,
No-hop can serve a variety of deployment scenarios.
Our Contributions:
• We present No-hop system which leverages data plane
programmability via P4 to offload host DHT lookups in
the user space to the fast path in the P4 switches.
• Our experiments demonstrate that No-hop outperforms
two baselines, namely, Chord and One Hop, by up to
383% and 68%, respectively.
• We release the No-hop software [12] including, two
No-hop implementations for exclusively P4-enabled
switches and hybrid (partially P4-equipped) systems.

Chord. [1] is a DHT that maps a given key onto a Chord
node where nodes are arranged in a ring. Each Chord node
is responsible for a set of IDs ranging between its ID and
the ID of the predecessor of the node. The predecessor is the
Chord node that comes before that node in the ring. The ID
partitioning system allows the convenient implementation of
data lookup, lending Chord well to peer-to-peer applications.
Chord Design Goals. Chord aims to address the problems
of load balancing, availability, scalability, decentralization,
and flexible naming in peer-to-peer applications. Each Chord
node has an ID range for which it is responsible. This partitioning of the ID range leads to natural load balancing. It
also facilitates availability because if one Chord node fails,
its successor becomes responsible for the failed nodes as
well. Furthermore, a ring in Chord allows for the seamless
addition and removal of nodes which ensures scalability and
resilience [13]. Chord is decentralized, this is facilitated by
Chord node-join and stabilize processes.
Chord Finger Table. A key aspect of Chord is the finger
table. The use of finger tables reduces the otherwise linear
search time for a Chord node storing a key to 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 )),
where 𝑁 is the number of nodes in a ring.
One Hop. Similar to Chord, One Hop is a DHT. The biggest
difference to Chord is that instead of finger tables which only
store a subset of the values One Hop stores all DHT member values [1, 2]. This leads to One Hop usually finding the
correct host while only contacting one other host, hence the
name One Hop [2]. The authors of One Hop argue that even
though small tables ease organizational work with membership changes, the cost of the extra routing hops versus the
one in One Hop is too high [2].
One Hop Design Goals. One Hop aims to create a manageable and scalable system where only one host has to be
contacted before reaching the final destination [2]. If the
single hop criteria cannot be achieved, it is referred to as
a failed query. Failed queries occur when the queried node
does not receive notification of a change to the table [2].
P4 Language. [8, 9] is a domain-specific language that
allows data plane programmability by writing custom P4
programs executed on P4 (enabled) switches.

3 No-hop: SYSTEM DESIGN
To explain the idea of No-hop, we show in Figure 2 the potential path taken by a packet through the same network
but compared between Chord (grey), One Hop (black), and
No-hop (blue). All incoming DHT packets from all systems
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Figure 2: Example process of a packet moving to its final destination (black triangle) after being originally sent to a random member
node (white triangle). The grey path is the one taken by a packet in
Chord, black in One Hop and blue in No-hop.

first are routed to one random host in the system, this random host is marked with a white triangle. The No-hop packet
never reaches this random host because the No-hop switches
direct the packet immediately to the correct host, resulting
in zero host hops to the final location (marked with a black
triangle). This is contrasted to our two baselines, Chord and
One Hop. Where Chord takes two hops to reach the final
location and One Hop one. This diagram is just one example
of many of the potential paths incoming packets can take.
To achieve the key-value lookup in-network offloading of
a DHT we implemented two versions. The first, No-hop
Forward relies on a system with exclusively P4-enabled
switches. The second, No-hop Rewrite only needs one P4enabled switch in every packet’s entry path. As illustrated
in Figure 2, a No-hop Forward implementation would run
on all switches while a No-hop Rewrite implementation
would only need to run on the blue switch. Our two implementations can be compared to our two baselines. No-hop
Forward like Chord has smaller tables. No-hop Rewrite
uses, like One Hop, a complete routing table, which allows a
single switch to handle the process but leads to a larger routing table. Both No-hop Forward and No-hop Rewrite have
the same performance and route along the same paths but are
different in the hardware needs and the table construction.
No-hop Rewrite. It only needs a subset of the switches to
run the No-hop Rewrite P4 code, the rest can be classic IP
packet routing switches. In No-hop Rewrite when a packet
arrives at the switch running the P4 code, the switch looks
up the correct value and rewrites the IP header of the packet
to send the packet to the correct host. Snippet 1 illustrates
the rewrite action in the No-hop Rewrite P4 program.
Snippet 1: Rewrite action of No-hop Rewrite

action dht_rewrite ( bit <32 > dht_address ) {
hdr . ipv4 . dstAddr = dht_address ;
}

The packet is then routed as an IP packet. If a packet does
not pass a switch running the No-hop Rewrite P4 code on
its way or if the responsible switch table has not been updated, the receiving host can lookup to send the packet to
the correct host. The corresponding controller is responsible
for filling the No-hop Rewrite tables which are the same
for all programmable switches running the P4 code.
No-hop Forward. Unlike No-hop Rewrite, No-hop
Forward needs all involved switches to be P4 enabled.
No-hop Forward switches can without using IP send the
packet to the correct host. Once a packet enters a No-hop
Forward switch, the switch checks its table to see which
port the packet should be sent out. Snippet 2 shows the P4
action for a No-hop Forward forwarding.
Snippet 2: No-hop Forward forwarding

action dht_forward ( bit <9 > port ) {
standard_metadata . egress_spec = port ;
}
The corresponding controller fills the No-hop Forward tables which are all dependent on the switches’ placement.
The table for any switch 𝐴 has, per group, match ranges
for every neighbor of 𝐴. The ranges for every neighbor
are the combined ID ranges of the reachable group hosts
from that neighbor without traversing 𝐴. If two neighbors have the same ranges, the neighbors split the ranges.
Generate_Range_Table(Switch A) shows the pseudo code
for generating the ranges for the table of switch 𝐴 in a single group scenario. A range match in the table returns the
outgoing port to the corresponding neighbor.
Generate_Range_Table ( Switch A ) :
%RT [X]= Range t a b l e e n t r y f o r n e i g h b o r X
f o r Switch 𝑁 ∈ Neighbors ( A ) :
f o r Host 𝐻 ∈ H o s t s :
i f A ∉ Shortest_Path (𝐻, 𝑁 ) :
𝑅𝑇 [𝑁 ] . add_ranges (𝐻 . r a n g e s )
f o r Switch 𝑁 ∈ Neighbors (𝐴) :
f o r Switch 𝐵 ∈ Neighbors (𝐴) :
i f (𝐵 ≠ 𝑁 ) & (𝑅𝑇 [𝐵] = 𝑅𝑇 [𝑁 ]) :
split (𝑅𝑇 [𝐵], 𝑅𝑇 [𝑁 ])
return 𝑅𝑇

Group ID. No-hop has a Group ID to implement multiple
DHTs in one system coordinated by one set of switches, such
as in Figure 1, or the use case of scalable clusters. The Group
ID is the ID of the DHT to which the packet should be routed.
In Snippet 3 the lookup table for both No-hop Rewrite
and No-hop Forward can be seen. The group ID has to fit
exactly while the packet ID has to fit in the range of the
responsible node.
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Snippet 3: Lookup of Group ID and DHT node

table No_hop_lookup {
key ={
hdr . dht . group_ID
hdr . dht . ID
}

: exact ;
: range ;

Node Join. It corresponds to the joining of another host for
adding more hosts while the system is running. To join, a
host needs a physical connection to a system switch. Then,
the host sends a join message to the switch. The switch will
then forward the packet to the controller which updates the
switch tables accordingly. Afterwards, the controller sends a
packet to the newly joined host with its ID.
Node Failure. Failures can happen in two ways. The first
is an intentional failure. A host will leave the network and
sends a failure message with its own ID to its TOR switch.
Next, the switch forwards the message to the controller to
update switch tables accordingly.
The second case is in the case of an unintentional failure. A
host failed and did not send a prior failure message. The failure will be recognized by an adjacent host in the stabilization
process. The notifying host will then send the failure message of the ID of the failed stabilization to its TOR switch.
Finally, the TOR switch forwards it to the controller that
updates the switch tables accordingly.
Stabilization. Every host sends a stabilization message periodically, i.e., after every stabilization time interval. The
stabilization message is a simple lookup message (𝑆) sent
to the ID: (Own_ID+1) mod Max_ID. If a response is not
received within the time limit, a failure message with the
ID: (Own_ID+1) mod Max_ID is sent. Upon receiving a stabilize message, the host sends a lookup message with the ID:
(Received_ID-1) mod Max_ID and 𝐴𝑐𝑘 in the message body.

4

PROTOTYPE

The No-hop prototype includes the No-hop client, the P4 code
that processes and forwards No-hop Rewrite and No-hop
Forward packets, and the corresponding controllers which
are written in python and follow the P4 runtime control
plane specification [14].
No-hop Header. Table 1 illustrates the No-hop header. For
our prototype, we use an ID_SIZE of 6, resulting in 64 different 6 bit IDs. The protocol includes messages of type 0 − 3
resulting in a 2 bit message_type field. The message type
0 is for first_contact meaning the packet is entering the
network and has no ID. No-hop assigns a packet with message type 0 an ID and forwards it to the corresponding host.
To send a message the message type 1 should be used. The
message types 2 and 3 are failure and join. Following, in

bit<2>
Message Type
0: first_contact
1: look_up
2: failure
3: join

bit<ID_SIZE>
Packet ID
Empty if message type==0
0 < Packet ID ≤ 2𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸
ID of failed node

bit<Group_ID_SIZE>
Group ID
Defines which DHT the packet should be routed to.
Table 1: No-hop Header: ID_SIZE=6 & Group_ID_SIZE=8.

the header is the packet ID field, with a length of ID_SIZE.
Lastly, the group defines to which DHT the ID is in reference.
For more on group IDs refer to Section 3 (Group ID). Note,
in our implementation No-hop is a layer four protocol.
Table Sizes. Both implementations of No-hop have table
entries that contain a Group ID and one ID range. This
results in one Group ID and two IDs (min ID and max
ID) per entry. The implementation tables sizes differentiate because of the number of entries and the result of a match.
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝_𝐼 𝐷_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ⌈log2 (G) ⌉

(1)

𝐼 𝐷_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ⌈log2 (H) ⌉

(2)

𝑇 𝑆 𝑓 = (𝐺 · (𝐷 + 1)) ·(𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝_𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸 + (2 · 𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸) + 9)
|
{z
}|
{z
}
# of entries

Size of entries

𝑇 𝑆𝑟 = (𝐺 · (𝐻 + 1)) ·(𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝_𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸 + (2 · 𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸) + 32)
|
{z
}|
{z
}
# of entries

Where:

(3)
(4)

Size of entries

𝐺 = amount of groups
𝐻 = max hosts per group
𝐷 = # of neighbors with access to group hosts.
𝑇 𝑆 𝑓 = No-hop Forward table Size (Bits)
𝑇 𝑆𝑟 = No-hop Rewrite table Size (Bits)

In No-hop Forward, all switches run the corresponding P4
code so each switch only needs to know the forwarding rules
to its neighbors. In case of a match, the No-hop Forward
table returns a nine bit port identifier. The resulting table
size can be seen in Equation 3.
Since No-hop Rewrite is designed to require at minimum
one switch to maintain the table, the switch tables must
contain the location of all hosts in all groups. This results
in as many entries as there are group hosts. Additionally,
the reliance of No-hop Rewrite on IP packet forwarding
results in matches returning an IP address (32 bit IPv4). The
resulting table size can be seen in Equation 4.
Fault Tolerance. If a packet arrives at the wrong host because the host’s ID changed midst routing, this would lead to
a faulted routing. Depending on the use case of No-hop this
fault could be handled differently. If No-hop is used as a classic DHT and the IDs are to certain data resources, the host
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Figure 3: 4-ary Fat-Tree Test Topology.
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Figure 4: Switch traversals per lookup for first 1000 test packets of
every implementation. No-hop has 3 hops while Chord and One Hop
have on average ≈ 9 and ≈ 6.3 switch traversals, respectively.

would reprocess the packet and send it to the correct host
resulting in a one hop lookup in case of a fault. If No-hop is
used to divide, track and load balance stateless computation
resources, this packet could still be processed by the host
formerly responsible for the ID and the failure would be
treated as a delayed ID change.

5

1.68x

Chord

One Hop

No-hop

Medians

Figure 5: Box plot graph without outliers for packet lookup time
to responsible host, 1024 packets per data set. Notches depict the
95% confidence intervals. Whiskers are a maximum length of 1.5×
the interquartile range. No-hop shows a 4.83× and 1.68× speedup to
Chord and One Hop respectively.

network resources used by the incoming packet. In both evaluations, we send 16 packets of every possible 64 (2𝐼 𝐷_𝑆𝐼𝑍 𝐸 )
packet IDs, resulting in 1024 packets for each system.
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EVALUATION

The No-hop prototype runs in a mininet network [15] and
uses the Simple Switch GRPC, a version of the BMv2 Simple Switch [16]. Our tests are conducted in a 64 bit Ubuntu
virtual machine with 2048 MB base memory. The hosts
run our server-client implementation which processes and
sends No-hop, One Hop, and Chord packets. The host program is implemented using Scapy [17].
Test Topology. To evaluate our No-hop prototype, we test
No-hop on a tree topology with 9 switches and 8 hosts. Figure
3 shows the test topology. In No-hop Forward all switches
run the corresponding P4 code while in No-hop Rewrite
only the blue switch runs the corresponding P4 code.
Baselines. To compare No-hop, we implement two baselines,
Chord and One Hop. In our baselines, IPv4 packets are used.
The controller computes the shortest path for all the baseline
packets using the breadth first search algorithm as all links
in our test topologies have equal weight.
Test Packets. We evaluate the benefits of No-hop by comparing with the two baselines on two performance metrics. These metrics are: (i) number of switch traversals and
(ii) time. Switch traversals can be seen as an indicator of the

Switch Traversal. Figure 4 shows three heatmaps representing switch traversals. Switch traversals are the number
of times the packet passed through a switch. The closer the
heatmap is to white, the fewer switch traversals occurred.
As can be seen, all packets in No-hop have exactly 3 switch
traversals, this is because the switches in No-hop immediately route the packet to the correct host, and all hosts are
reachable with three switch traversals. As can be seen some
packets in One Hop and Chord also only take 3 hops, this
is the case when the correct host is chosen randomly by
the client. One Hop follows No-hop in switch traversal performance. The highest amount of switch traversals were
observed in Chord with some packets experiencing greater
than 20 switch traversals.
Performance Evaluation. To test lookup time, we send
the same set of packets with a 10 milliseconds interval between each. Figure 5 illustrates the results of this test. The
results correspond to the findings of the switch traversals
per lookup in Figure 4. The median lookup time of packets in
No-hop is up to 1.68× faster than One Hop and 4.83× faster
than Chord. We observe performance improvement from
Chord to One Hop because all nodes in One Hop maintain
full routing tables and thus, can fulfill the lookup with one
hop. This comes at the expense of larger tables [2]. No-hop
Forward, however, benefits from an efficient table size while
still improving on the performance of One Hop. To see more
on the difference in table sizes between No-hop Forward
and No-hop Rewrite, refer to Section 4 (Table Sizes).

6

RELATED WORK

Distributed Hash Tables. Distributed hash tables (DHT)
are often used in distributed file systems [18], especially
peer-to-peer systems. Chord [1] was first introduced in 2001
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and is still in use. While Chord has a ring topology, other
DHTs [2, 3, 13, 19–23] can be implemented in a variety of
network topologies, including trees (Tapestry [23]), XOR
(Kademlia [3]), butterfly (Viceroy [21]), and hybrid (Pastry [22]) topologies. Some DHTs focus on minimizing the
number of hops and thereby latency [2, 6, 24–26]. Examples include our second baseline One Hop [2]. This is often
achieved by each node maintaining full routing tables to
minimize the hops [2, 6, 24]. Others use a replication framework additionally to a classic DHT to enable low latencies
[25] or a combination of subdivision and replication within
subdivisions [26]. Still, to the best of our knowledge No-hop
has been the only DHT system to consistently need no hops
in the lookup process.
Distributed File Systems. Distributed file systems (dFT)
are a key component of cloud computing [27, 28]. Amongst
the dFTs that are based on DHT principles is the Amazon
file system Dynamo [6, 7, 29–33]. Dynamo and others can
be seen as a one hop DHT since every node has access to the
locations of all others [6, 7, 24, 29, 30]. These systems’ performance can be improved by incorporating the offloading
of the lookup process to a programmable switch to reduce
further the hops required to locate an ID.
In-network key-value Lookup. Recent work studies innetwork caches that also benefit from an offloaded key-value
lookup system [10, 34–37]. However, the focuses of these
works are different than this of No-hop. Zhu et al. [37] focus
on maintaining consistency at line rate and Liu et al. [35] enable in-network computing. The work presented in [34, 36]
focuses on in-network caching. Lastly, the work of Jialin Li
et al. [10] uses programmable switches to load balance and
keep track of replicated items within server racks. This work
requires that the clients know the home server location of
the requested item so it does not form a lookup. No-hop however is a lookup for multi peer systems in the network data
plane that also has properties which lead to the natural load
balancing across all network resources including network
links. Although these works also benefit from load balancing,
their focus is not on offloading for a DHT.
In-network Applications. The advancement of a custom
data plane facilitated by data plane programming via P4 has
led to new data plane applications. P4xos [38, 39] proposes
moving the Paxos consensus algorithm [40] to the data plane.
One of the P4xos contributions is moving the logic that allows for fault tolerance to the data plane. Other P4-based
in-network applications include load balancers [41], data
center switches [42], network-based, e.g., LPM (longest prefix match) switches [43], multimedia traffic routing based
on RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol) timestamps [44], automated troubleshooting have been addressed in the data
plane in [41, 45–52], and network monitoring [53–55].

Lily Hügerich, Apoorv Shukla, and Georgios Smaragdakis
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DISCUSSION

Choice of Hash Function. The choice of a hash function is
crucial for all types of DHT implementations. Cryptographic
properties and aspects such as collision resistance [11, 56]
should be considered to identify a suitable hash function.
Testing Limitations. In this paper, we have not exhaustively investigated the use of No-hop in diverse network architectures. Our current implementation of No-hop relies on
prior knowledge of the network topology. Additionally, we
have not yet tested No-hop on a hardware implementation.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented No-hop that leverages the P4 language
for a data plane implementation of DHTs. No-hop moves the
lookup to the network data plane and, thus, processes packets in the fast path of the network data plane via switches
instead of the user space of the hosts. Our experiments show
that No-hop leverages the benefits of DHTs in a centralized
datacenter environment, while outperforming DHTs in terms
of lookup time.
eBPF Implementation and Smart NIC Offloading. In
the future, we plan to implement No-hop in eBPF and XDP.
This would allow a single end user to benefit from No-hop
without prior knowledge of the network [57–59]. Afterwards,
we would look into offloading via Smart NICs [60, 61]. Offloading eBPF programs to Smart NICs has already proven
to be beneficial [62]. This will allow us to compare No-hop
at different levels of the lookup process.
Evaluation of Churn Impact. In our future work we also
plan to evaluate the effect of churn on our system. No-hop
like our baselines has the capabilities to handle the rapid
joining and leaving of hosts while routing packets, however
we have neither evaluated the effect of this in relationship
to the lookup time in No-hop nor the baselines.
Hardware Implementation. As a part of our future
agenda, we plan to apply No-hop on commercial-grade P4
programmable switches and networks to report on our experience. Accordingly, we believe No-hop Rewrite will be
more feasible to implement on hardware as it only requires
one programmable switch. No-hop Forward, however, will
require more hardware resources. Via a hardware implementation of No-hop, we plan to investigate the benefits of
No-hop in real hardware deployment.
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